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Prices Dip On Few
Items As Ceilings
Hit Local Stores
MOST MERCHANTS REPORT FEDERAL REGULATIONS DO NOT HURT BUSINESS HERE -MEAT, COFFEE, SOAP CHEAPER AS LIVING
COSTS ARE FROZEN AT MARCH LEVEL

Construction of a $30,000 building for Fredonia High School,
scheduled to start several weeks
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Tobacco Festival Is *War Casual
* * *
* *
* * *

But Black Patch Party Is Declared Not Really Dead
Princeton's Tobacco Festival, which annually brought
thousands here in honor of
what was once the locality's
chief commercial crop, is a
casualty of war.
Directors elected last fall
to handle the 1942 celebration met Tuesday night and
voted that war pressure is
Princeton
and
too great
will sacrifice its chief event
of the year.
Merle Drain, manager of
the Penney Store here, was

president. This would have
been the sixth annual festival. Tom Simmons, manager
of the Capitol Theater, diin
rected the celebration
1941.
The Tobacco Festival has
been one of the brightest attractions in this section of
the State, featuring beauty
shows,
contests, livestock
street parades, dances and a
variety of contests, including tobacco spitting and duck

races.
Mr. Drain said Wednesday
the festival was being called
off only for 1942 and if the
war ends by next year it
will be reborn bigger than
ever and possibly under a
different name since dark
tobacco now is giving way
to livestock and other cash
crops.
He said abandonment of
the event this year did not
mean a death knell to the

gala occasion which has afforded country people far
and wide a chance to be entertained here the last six
years.
The Tobacco Festival originated here in 1936, when
several local leaders bit upon the idea of making for
Princeton the outstanding
celebrated
the
show in
Blackpatch. It was the forerunner of many such events
in other sections of the
State.

day night. She is improving
rapidly-but has not been released
from the hospital.

Two Princeton Men Get
Jobs At New Army Camp
Byron Williams and Lemah
Hopper, well known young men
of Princeton, have obtained employment as skilled workers at
the U. S. Army cantonment near
Clarksville, Tenn., and reported
for duty there Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Dollar,
Bowling Green, visited friends
and relatives here Sunday.

Rumsey Taylor Directs
Hopkinsville Church Choir
Rumsey Taylor, directing construction of a theater by the
Princeton Lumber Company at
Hopkinsville, is taking a leading
part in civic activity there. Last
week Mr. Taylor directed singers at several religious services
conducted by Dr. John L. Hill,
of
leader
prominent Baptist
Nashville. He sang a number by
request at Friday night's meeting. Mr. Taylor is leader of the
Baptist Church Choir here and
a former pupil of Dr. Hill.
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NEW PRICE CONTROL
IS GREAT BLESSING
realize it,
While many persons do not yet
constitute the
new price control regulations
has yet
greatest blessing to the mass which
•
come out of the war.
ities plainWith cost of virtually all necess
offered for sale,
ly maker on each article
ing of prices
there can be no unfair boost
provided for
because severe penalties are

England's
And it is a fairly safe bet
-poison milwarning that her RAF will gas
use that
lions of Germans if the Nazis
will be
weapon against the Russians
thoroughly heeded.
and it will
It was true in World War I
When the foe
be equally true this time:
weapons and
of
begins to achieve equality
latter are
might with the Germans, the
Japs, brave
prone to quit. And the arrogant
belief that
enough in their superstitious
entitled
and
they are descended from gods
the
but
races
to rule not only the yellow
t a lesson
entire world, soon will be taugh
for too
learn
to
they have been needing
many centuries.
served
German reverses in Russia have
n even
latterly to make the men of Nippo
on befricti
is
more arrogant; and there
for white
tween the two big Axis partners;
men of
Germans can abide the little yellow
s who
other
can
Japan no more than they
ards.
stand
do not measure up to their Aryan
in
A little more time and the end will be
what it
sight; for the Germans do not have
the
and
g
lickin
takes to absorb a good
week
minions of Hirioto, having fled last
are
before the indomnitable Chinese, who
of
holes
the
seek
poorly armed at best, will
boys
their volcanoes when Uncle Sam's
carry the fight to them on their homeland
with plenty of modern implements of war.
This is what experience teaches us to beto
lieve; and it therefore becomes us all
s
accept whatever discomforts the war bring
to
best
our
ng
with good grace, contributi
the victory effort meanwhile; for despite all
the grim forebodings of the calamity howlers, forces of right in the world shortly will

chiselers.
nt the
The new regulations also preve
ing
hoard
and
"haves" from buying up
which
but
articles they do not need now
before the
they fear they might run out of
fortunates
war is over, thus depriving less
persons of actual necessities.
ss of
We would feel better about succe
living if
this attempt to control the cost of
; for,
wages
on
put
ciilings` also had been
can
how
unless production costs are curbed,
living
prices of finished products be kept at
levels?
Wage ceilings, we believe, must come.
a
But meanwhile, the price regulations are
t
great step in the right direction for benefi
of the many.
111
DON'T BE NIGGARDLY
TOWARD USO
All adults who have seen what the United Service Organization is doing in cities
and in Army camps are glad to have the
opportunity of aiding this fine work which
concerns itself in providing entertainment
and conveniences for men in the armed
services of the Nation.
Others, who have but scant knowledge
of the purpose and accomplishments of USO,
have not been so generous as yet in contributing to the one agency which can and
will make the lot of the soldier, the sailor
and the marine a happier one . . . but only
because they do not realize the very great
difference USO makes to our fighting men.
There are, in such times as these, a good
many campaigns to obtain funds necessary
to the proper conduct of the war; and it
follows that most of us at times grow
weary with well doing. In case of USO however, we cannot afford to be niggardly or to
offer too little.
Now is the time for all good Americans
in this community to take the strings off
their purses and give in generous measure
to the agency which lightens the load of
every mother's son among the gallant
young men who go forth to conflict that
our way of life may be continued in a too
turbulent world.
Give more to USO today.
FIRST SIGNS OF
PEACE OFFENSIVE
Signs of that German peace offensive the
nation's newspapers were asked not to help
along begin to appear as the Nazis request
Britain to stop bombing their cities in return for a let up from the air by the erstwhile braggart Goering's fliers.
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PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS

prevail.
111
It's a fair question whether there aren't
more opportunities than men able to take
advantage of them.
111
If this is civilization, we'll have to revise
our ideas of what savagery was like.

TIPS ON SLACKS
By George Tucker
Wide World Features
New York—I wonder if I can get away
with talking about women in slacks? Defense work is putting tens of thousands of
women into slacks who did not dream of
wearing them before. The results are not
altogether beautiful, but the fault is not in
the slacks themselves, nor in the women
who wear them. It's the accessories.
Before I start talking, I'll have it clearly
understood that these are my own observations. After seeing a heck of a lot of slacks,
it seems to me this is how you should go
about it.
Avoid cheap slacks. Get yourself a good
pair. Preferably flannel. Get 'em pegged,
and cuffs aren't at all necessary. Pegged
means they're tight waisted, pleated, with
plenty of hip room.
The next most important accessory for
slacks are shoes . . . The right kind of
shoes. Avoid anything feminine. What you
want, and what you've got to have if you
want to look right in slacks, are big, broadtoed shoes with low heels. The lower the
better. High heels should be shunned like
the scurvy. Your shoes should be longer
than you've ever worn before.
Avoid belts with your slacks. They aren't
important. Just have the waist fitted snugly. They'll stay up.
Now, this is doubly important. Forget all
about dainty little shirtwaists. Get yourself
a flannel shirt. The whole motif is masculine. Then get yourself a jacket. Above all,
see that the shoulders are broad. The
broader you have the shoulders, the slimmer

Bankers Shell Smith and Henry
Sevison are agreed their mocking
birds are bold about attacking pet
cats. The Chief Coffee Drinkers
state as fact their private songsters swoop down and strike grown
felines on the head, never pausing
in flight. Henry says when his
cat has to be out-of-doors, it runs
from shelter to shelter to avoid
the vicious enemy.
Never would have thought plain
drug store coffee (which may
soon be extinct for the duration)
would produce such yarns. And
this wasn't all:
11
Probably provoked because Mr.
Shell agreed mocking birds were
so brave and bold, Henry told us
about a man who rigged himself
up a crow bait, using a live cat
swung from a tree limb near a
crow's nest. He said the crows
flocked from far and near to attack the cat and paid no attention
while his friend shot them down,
so excited were they about getting
to their prey! I am going to quit
drinking that coffee at Wood's
before I qualify for the Aninias
Club's honor roll.
Hope Rumsey got that new tire
he was after one day recently
when he cornered Irl Stevens in
The Leader office and obtained a
signature to something . . . Since
Rumsey has been building that
theater over at Hopkinsville next
door neighbors see him only Sundays.
While visiting us, In said, he
figured only about half as many
private automobiles would be
licensed in Caldwell county in 1943
as are now running here. Which
would put about half the filling
stations out of business, rationing
or no, he opined.

your hips appear.
One more item that seems important to
me. The length of your slacks. I like 'em
long. I like 'em breaking about the shoes,
like a man's. Nothing is so unsightly as
pants that are too short. Don't have them
several inches above the ankles. Have them
right down there where they belong, so they
don't flap against the calf of your leg when
you walk.

J. B. Lester is getting a slight
protruberance where such things
come to all men at a certain stage
of life. He says he sees little
chance for resuming golf on account of his garden; which by the
way had to be re-planted after
that heavy rain.
1111
Pennyriler is continually amazed by demonstrations that business men can garden successfully.
. . . Latest surprise, extremely
pleasant, was gift of delicious
strawberries produced by Henry
Sevison. They tasted far better
than shipped-in berries the boss
at our house has at least twice

By

M. P.
G.

daily through the season.
111
Gov. Keen Johnson is getting
around more these days than during the first half of his term. With
his second session of the Legislature behind him and his program all set as nearly as may be
with so many emergencies developing because of the war) he
has more time, is freer to travel
over the State. The Governor will
deliver the commencement address to 63 graduates of Madisonville High School tomorrow (Friday) night.
Pennyriler sees signs here and
there that shortage of tires isn't
going to keep Kentucky's political
machines from rolling.. . . And at
Somerset last weekend, was told
young Lawyer Siler, Middlesboro
Democrat, is going to make things
hum for GOP-Isolationist John M.
Robsion, the State's only Republican member of Congress.
111
We used to think commencements for eighth graders a little
presumptive but they "graduated"
David from kindergarten last
week at the age of 4, complete
with diploma. Yet adults are vexed
about instability of the younger
generation!
1111
A MEASURING STICK
A friend sent the following
for use in postscripts:
Check This for 100 Percent
Americanism:
(1 Blood donation.
(2 Red Cross donation.
(3) Bought War Bonds.
(4) Practice thrift.
(5) Hate rumor-mongering.
(6) Believe in America.
Why not cut that out and
glance at it every morning and
place the measuring stick on
yourself?
Pennyriler subscribes wholeheartedly to the following jingles
reprinted from the current issue
of Publishers Auxiliary:
I would I had a mailing list,
Its errors all detected,
And every number on that list—
CORRECTED
I wish I did not fear to bring
Wrath down upon my head,
Then I'd get things I'd like to say—
SAID.
I would I had a printing shop.
With money-worries naught,
And all the foreman wants
to buy—
BOUGHT.

-- Common Courtesy

A Mere Male
Pleads For Manners
By Bill Glover
Wide World Features
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literary Guidepost Quick Commissions May Be
By John Selby
Wide World Features

One of the

best

books for

browsing I have
seen for
months is Hal Steed's "Georgia:
Unfinished State." It is as good
as the Georgia State Guide and,
as the standard dictionary joke
has it, a good deal more consecutive.
Mr. Steed has not written a
history of Georgia, but an impression. Oglethorpe is in the
hook, and so is General Sherman. But Dutch, the soda squirt
who made and lost millions in
the Florida land boom, is there,
and so is Mr. Tittle, who spends
his life running a trolley by
day, and taking his wife over
SAILORS UNLOAD GOLD FROM SUB AT PEA RL HARBOR—Crewmen of a U. S. submai me his experiences, block by block,
which carried ammunition to embattled Corregi dor right under the Japs' noses and escaped with at night. Places are created as
a vast amount of gold, silver and securities are shown unloading their valuable cargo after re- personalities, and schools as well.
turning safely to Pearl Harbor. The Navy released this picture along with the story of the re- Governor Talmadge, Fanny
moval of the island's wealth.
—AP Telemat Kemble, Gutzon Borglum, Warm
Springs, Georgia cotton, Rhett
Butler and Tobacco Road are in
the book and the remarkable
proceedings at Atlanta, when the
movie premiere of "Gone With
(Wide World Features)
seems to be the theory of somefrills and folderol that give the Wind" shattered the nerves
Editor's Note: We asked some style writers—they'd all end up a girl a figure nature never in- and the good sense of the popuof our most dazzling male cele- looking alike, and that would be
tended."
brities to comment on women's monotonous."
• • •
man with a run in her stocking
•
•
•
fashions and makeup. Here's the
MARK WARNOW (Orchestra and I like 'em better in riding
result:
TED BUSING (Radio Star):
Leader): "If it's red, it's in the habits than any other costume."
FRED ALLEN (Stage, Screen, "I think there's a place for both
• • •
Radio): "Jr. this
open-toed, the suave and the simple in fashion grove for me. From
WILLIAM GAXTON (Broadwedgy-wacky world, nothing I feminine
fashions.
Simplicity
hat I've seen, -today's styles way and Hollywood): "I don't
could say about women's fash- during the day—sophistication at t..eem highlighted with torrid col- like them in slacks and I like
ions or makeup would help the night. Summer prints with small lors. Maybe it's the South Ameri- them in negligees."
sartorial nightmare. A battalion hats or calots are attractive for can influence, maybe it's just
VICTOR MOORE (The Timid
of men could shout protests 24 day-light. By the same token, that the ladies, bless 'em, are all Soul of Comics): "I would like
hours a day in 4-hour shifts makeup should be sparing in out for morale-boosting and to be sure it's a woman when
over every radio station in the daylight hours—daring at night." realize that bright colors are as she's walking down the street. I
• • •
country and the girls would congood a way as any to lift the don't like short skirts on long
FREDDIE MARTIN (Orchestra spirits."
tinue to paste on thread eyewomen."
brows, celluloid fingernails and Leader): "I'll be honest. I've onPHIL BAKER (Comedian):
silk fringe eyelashes with all ly become fashion-conscious since
EDDIE DAVIS (Night Club
the enthusiasm of a man sticking I started my engagement at the "This freezing order on wo- Owner): "I don't think any girl
one-cent stamps on a ten dollar swank Waldorf-Astoria. On e men's clothes leaves me cold! can look like a fashion plate in
change I've noticed is a trend to- got to keep looking at the same a hat that looks like a blueparcel post package."
ward simplicity, less frills on goofy headgear the girls are plate. I like slacks on women
GUY LOMBARDO (Orchestra hats, dresses and shoes. Of course wearing this spring for the like Katharine Hepburn but I
Leader): "I think tall women I think it's important for wo- duration? And what about those don't like them on women like
should dress 'tall'—wear high men to look their best these slacks, without enough slack to Mae West. Girls with curves
hats with tall feathers if they days, and the new styles add 'em? Of course, the skirt length look anything but neat when
feel like it and
high-heeled rather than detract from their is another matter—go on, ask they retreat in trousers."
me what I think about that.
shoes. If short women try to appearance."
That's the $64 question."
JACK DEMPSEY (Fistic Reslook tall and vice versa—which
• • •
BOB HAWK (How'm I Doin?):
taurateur): "Good colors, good
OLE OLSON (Sons 0' Fun): lines, clothes so simple and smart
AAC soon smiling at blue eyes. "If women would dress to please
: . One-legged old beggar who men instead of vying with each "I like more femininity and less they take on the personality of
the wearer. The kind of clothes
whimpered for nickels along other, they'd be a lot more at- masculinity in a woman."
that make you say 'What a
Mainstreet all day crutching his tractive. Men like simple clothes
LOU HOLTZ (Stage-Screen pretty girl' rather than 'What
way out of the Capitol Theater that show off carriage, poise and
and heading for cafe . . Blind figure! We don't like a lot of Comedian): "I don't like a wo- a pretty outfit'."
Charlie at Mainstreet shoe shine
stand sweeping the walk at
start of day's work. . . Youthfull model T Ford clattering
along in defiance of rust and
time with Joe Weeks at the
wheel . . . Butler Seniors
with stars in their eyes wandering around like orphans . . .
Princeton aslucp at midnight
while wind plays tag with fitful
shadows cast by flapping signboards.

The Spotlight Boys Turn On The Heat

By Jack Stinnett
Wide World Features
Washington.—Those "quickie"
commissions in the Army, Navy
and Marine Corps are going to
be scarcer.
From now on, the boys are going to find it pretty hard—maybe impossible—to become shavetails, captains, colonels or brass
hats without doing their full
quota of right shoulder arms,
squads oblique, hit the reck, and
find your fox-hole.

lace, make a vivid chapter.
Curiously, the two most vivid
impressions I had from the book
concern two widely
different
events—Sherman's campaign, and
the city of Savannah. Mr. Steed
has been remarkably successful
in suggesting the quiet beauty of
that most charming of Georgia
cities, even if he is a little naive
in accepting hurrickne lamps as
oddities. Savannah is one of the
few American cities which was
laid out from scratch; its alternating parks and built up squares
are unique, and the life of the
people has absorbed, according
to Mr. Steed, something tangible
from contact with the physical
advantages of the place.
And Sherman comes out of
Mr. Steed's narrative rather better than you might think. He
emerges a remarkably astute
commander, for one thing—a
general who ventured a campaign only after he knew precisely what lay ahead, who used
pincer
movements 75
years
ahead of Hitler, who worked
with some success to hold down
his marauding men. But also as
a general who knew the uses of
terror, and developed these into
a technique. Mr. Steed says
flatly that Wheeler's Confederate
command was just as much feared, perhaps more feared, than
Sherman's army — something
formal historians have sometimes glossed.
Mr. Steed's book is better
than a picture in prose. It is an
entertaining picture.

For a long time now, congressmen have been sniping away at
the boys who got their bars and
Stripes by pulling someone else's
boot-straps. But often the sniping was more political than sincere. Recently it has taken a
reverse turn.
• • •
A week or so ago, Rep. Donald
O'Toole of Brooklyn let loose a
blast against heroes and nearheroes of the sports world who
were being handed commissions
as Army, Navy and Marine physical education instructors, that
echoed in sports columns clear
across the land.
Mr. O'Toole wanted to know
why these lads, most of whom
had gathered in many a fine
dollar from the sports fans,
should be given cushy berths in
the training centers, with no
more to do than to see that the
boys did a daily 1-2-3-4, or got
their quota of softballs.
A lot of fairminded critics admitted there was something to
be said on both sides, but when
Chairman Carl Vinson, of the
house naval affairs committee,
and Rep. Charles I. Faddis, of
Pennsylvania, both Democrats,
cut loose on "quickie" commissions (those granted without previous military training) the other
day, they didn't leave any room
for admitting both sides of the
argument. You either agree with
Vinson and Faddis, or you don't,
and you better make up your
mind quickly, because if they
have it their way, there's going
to be a law and soon that Noa
(Continued on page six)

Insurance
Fire and Auto
•
Capital Stock Co. Insurance
is safe and reliable.
•
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 25
110 S. Jefferson St.

Reddy Kilowatt says ....

These Neighbors of
Yours Spent Over

$2,047,285

>>
SERVICE
NOTES: Charlie
Griffith is with publication dept.,
South Carolina post . . . Delma
with
hospitalized
Ferrell
is
. Todd Yates is
rheumatism .
with Marine aviation unit, San
Diego . . . John Sims is doing
well as Louie Jr. Gr., at Jacksonville . . . Harold Rudd, erstwhile state cop here, is about
to be drafted but may rate an
officers' training school.

of Their Pay In
Kentucky Last Year!
OLKS: Today there are 1,138 men and .4i/0n
ey
employed in our company. Last year
got $2,047,285 total salaries and wages. They
spent practically all of it with local merchants
in small Kentucky towns . . . . for food, clothing, fuel, rent, education, medical and dental
care, etc. Thus It helped to provide jobs for
many other people.

F

n sailor who was lucky
Mainstreet again, is here
while and only foolish
aren't attracted by his
andsomeness . . Prince>>
onders when the light
REMEMBER: You're the brightVirginia Harrison's diaest pupil in Hitler's School for
brighten the alter .
Dopes when you cheat Uncle
Loftus in town
was Sam's rationing plan.
and well molded to
Sam's policy
. And
happy ... Pap Randolph
KENTUCKY CENTRAL LIFE
r:g in shape for
the Army
& ACCIDENT INSURANCE
ras by heaving lifting at
COMPANY
Cherry's.
All kinds of life and accident
>> «
insurance
0 SECTION:
Rufus, a
BARNEY RILEY, Agent
ight, limping but
happy
Phone 219
Ira McCI, •
up for the

These employes are your neighbors, fellow
church members. Legionnaires, Rotarians, Kiwanians, etc. Fight out of ten of them were born
in Kentucky. And these employes—not some
group in Wall Street—really are the Kentucky
Utilities Company. They are responsible for
better electric service you get at lower rates
year by year.
By putting politics in business, politicians
plats to wreck this orgaoization and destroy th
company.. They aim to substitute political man
agement and all its evils for business managemen
Political management of one kind of besases
sooner or I0ter mains political management
other kinds. it is un-American in principl,

70 BUY
NECESSARY
SIMMER CLOTIES

Much Harder To Get Now

Consolidate your payments — pay old anti
new bills, buy summer
clothes NOW and save
on rising costs. We'll
provide the cash. Just
stop in today and apply.
Take a year or longer
to repay. It's • sensible
financing method. Simple credit requirements
and privacy before, during, after the loan.
Phone now for all details.

INTERSTATE
FINANCE CORP.
• (Incorporated)

PRINCETON, KY.

It spells the end of free enterprise.

BUY WAR SAVINGS
BONDS AND STAMPS
TODAY!

Do You Want the Politicar
To Take Over
YOUR BUSINESS?

PROTECTS YOUR ENGINE AGAINST WEAR
-THE CHEAPEST INSURANCE YOU CAN BUY
Today, more than ever, safe lubrication is
vital... needless engine wear must be avoided.
Diamond 760 costs you only a few cents more
than the cheapest oil... it is
worth many times its cost. But,
even with as fine an oil as Diamond 760 you should — for
safety's sake—drain and refill
every 1,000 miles. This added
protective measure costs the
average driver—driving
8,000 miles per year—less
than a penny a day. Be
SAFE.., use Diamond 760
and drain every 1,000 miles!
ReL
Only 30c a quart... at any
There
Diamond D-X station.
-to°R
"

4
'
LIFE
SAVER
* Drain and refill crankcase * Check Transmission
and Differential Lubricants * Diamond Guaranteed
Lubrication for chassis and body * Check and inflate
Tires * Check Battery * Check Cooling System *
Repack Front Wheel Bearings * Clean and adjust
Spark Plugs * Wash, wax and polish Car
Service
Oil Filter and Air Cleaner * Inspect and clean
Lights, Windows, Windshield and Wiper.
MID-CONTINENT PETROLEUM CORPORATION

CARE FOR YOUR CAR—for your Country

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
INCORPORATED

R. S. GREGORY, Manager

THE LUBRICATING

MOTOR FUEL
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Allies Will Get Purchase Aromas In
Lease-Lend Deal

County War Agency
Must Approve Plans
For Construction
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Frozen Berries To r Deaths and
an
Be Shipped Abroad I Funerals

Board To Pass On
Farm Building
Caldwell county farmers who
want to construct farm buildings
or
costing more than $1,000
dwelling houses costing more
than $500 must apply to the
USDA War Board here for approval of such projects, it was
announced Wednesday.
Curtis George is chairman of
the board and applications will
Caldwell
be received at the
County AAA office.
The Federal War Production
Board makes final ruling after
recommendainformation and
tions have been furnished by
the local organization.
Mr. George said farm building must be necessary to food
production, practical from the
farmer's standpoint, expedient
in terms of war needs for scarce
materials, and feasible in terms
of available labor before approval will be given.
than
Houses costing more
$500 will be hard to get approved, he said, because if a
family lived in a house last
winter, it is held advisable to
wait until the war ends before
building. Mr. George recommended remodeling.
Houses destroyed by fire or
wind may be rebuilt without
permission, he said.

Thursday, May 21,

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky
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CHILDREN VISIT JAILED MOTHER. Mrs. Molly Blaisure, 24
held on suspicion of murder after the stabbing of her husband,
Earl, 24, clung tightly to the hand of Baby Margaret, 1, as her
older daughter, Earleen, 2, wept when they visited her in a
Los Angeles, Calif., jail. Mrs. Blaisure told police her husband
pointed a rifle at her when she informed him she was going to
—AP Telemat
leave him because of cruel treatment.

Leader Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Amon Orange,
of the Friendship community, on
the birth of a son, May 4. He
has been named Jimmie Neil.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Grayson Harralson, West Main St. on the birth
of a son, George Lee, Tuesday,
May, 19 at _the Princeton Hospital.

Harry Blades, Jr., Princeton,
was admitted to Outwood Hospital last week for treatment of
ailments resulting from an operation he underwent several
months ago. He is improving but
has not been released from the
care of physicians.

Mrs. Leslie Goodaker Is
Recovering From Operation
Mrs. Leslie
Goodaker, the
former Miss Mamie Pollard of
Cerulean, underwent an operation last Wednesday at Prince'ton Hospital and is recovering
rapidly. She is at the home of
her husband's parents here. Mr.
Goodaker is with Radio Station
WOMI, Owensboro.

University Of Kentucky Gets
Reserve Air Corp Branch
A branch of the newly organized reserve of the U. S.
Army Air Corps has been established at the University of Ken-

Spickard To Enter
AAM School At Great Lakes

Hospital News

Robert Vinson
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Kenneth Spickard, Princeton
boy who joined the Navy six
weeks ago, will enter an aviation
machinists' school at Great Lakes
June 1. The course lasts about
William Lewis
four months, after which SpickMr. Saul Pogrotsky is im- ard will be dispatched to regular
Funeral services were held
proving after a minor operation duty.
Sunday, May 17, for William
Lewis, 94, at Chapel Hill, at one
he underwent Tuesday morning.
o'clock, who died at the home of
Melvin Banks, Farmersville, Enters Signal Corps
Charles Tandy, Princeton boy, his daughter, Mrs. Cora Walker,
continues to improve after treatpassed
examinations for an of Chapel Hill, last Saturday.
ment for burns.
He is survived by seven childArmy
Signal
Corps radio school
Rozzle Rushing, Mexico, is unin Paducah last week and start- ren: Oscar Lewis, Fredonia; Mrs.
der treatment this week.
McDaniels, Hampton;
was Maggie
Helen Louise Todd, Tolu, is ed classwork Monday. He
formerly employed, part time, Mrs. Florence Farmer, Francis;
improving after being treated
Hy both The Leader and the Mrs. Cora Walker, Chapel Hill:
for injuries she received when
Mrs. Carrie Childress, Franc'.
County Times.
Caldwell
hit by a truck several days ago.
Princeton,
Mrs. J. C. Wright,
is under treatment for an infected hand.
TODAY
Betty Brown, Marion. is im—and—
proving after treatment for an
FRIDAY
infected knee.
Cooper Hayden, son of Mr. and
Mrs. P. C. Hayden, Princeton,
underwent a tonsilectomy Monday, and continues to improve.
Miss Nellie Sigler, Farmersville, submitted to a tonsilectomy
Monday.
Mrs. Julian Littlepage continues
to improve.

CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Chas. P. Brooks, Minister
Bible School 9:45.
Loftus On Observation
Church Service, 10:55.
Duty In New York City
Young People, 6:30.
Evening Service, 7:30.
Pvt. James "Foots" Loftus,
Wednesday, 7:30, prayer serPrinceton boy who was inducted
vice
into the United States Army in
4•
1941, is now with an outpost
OGDEN MEMORIAL
unit on duty in New York City.
METHODIST CHURCH
His job is to help patrol the
E. S. Denton, Pastor
9:45 A. M. Sunday School.
city against air raids. Private
Loftus left Princeton Tuesday af11:00 A. M. "Holiness."
8:00 P. M. "Effective Religion". ter his first furlough since he
6:45 P. M. Youth fellowship was inducted.
service. Myrtle Grace Talley,
leader.
Princetonians Attend
Enrich your spiritual lives by Optometry Congress
worshipping and serving in the
Dr. HaHie C. Watt and Zachchurch.
ary Watt, Princeton, attended the
•w
Southeastern Congress of Op- Jack Mitchell Elected
CHURCH OF CHRIST
last week in Nashville. College Fraternity Official
tometry
Charles C. Lancaster, Minister
The convention
met Sunday,
Jack Mitchell, son of Mrs.
Sunday School, 9:45 A. M.
Preaching 10:15; A. M., "Walk- Monday and Tuesday. They re- Martha Mitchell, Princeton, was
turned to Princeton Wednesday. elected secretary-treasurer
of
ing Circumspectly."
Sigma Delta fraternity, Kentucky
Preaching 7:30 P. M., "Can a
Princeton Couple Returns
Wesleyan College, a few weeks
Christian Sin?"
ago. Mitchell is a sophomore and
Prayer Meeting
Wednesday, From Miami Tuesday
7:30 P. M.
Jim Glover, baseball pitcher a member of the Booster Club,
with Miami of the Florida East vice-president of the College
The Elkins Quartet will sing Coast League at the start of the Ministerial Association and an
at the Revival Services at the season, 'and Mrs. Glover, the outstanding student.
tent just off S. Seminary street former Miss Rebecca Prince, reFriday night. The Rev. Mr. turned to Princeton this week.
Card Of Thanks
Lamb is in charge of the meet- Glover's team cancelled this
I wish to offer sincere thanks
ing.
season's schedule due to war con- to all who remembered me Wedditions.
nesday afternoon, the sponsors
Princeton Boys Leave
and all who offered praise in nay
For Jobs In Cleveland
tucky to insure a continued in- behalf.
Mrs. Mattie Dudley
Richie Crisp and Bobbie Clay- flux of trained young men into
••
ton, Princeton, left this week the air corps without undue
Mr. and Mrs. Brown Roll, Cenfor Cleveland. Ohio, where they drainage from the educational
will accept employment in a institutions, it was announced tral City, visited friends here
Sunday.
Hull-Dobbs restaurant operated this week.
by Joe Orange, former Princeton boy who is manager of two
of the cafes there.

Harry Blades Admitted
To Outwood For Treatment

(By Associated Press)
Paducah, May 20.—Purchase
Area strawberries soon may be
going to England and other countries receiving lease-lend aid
from the United States, as the
result of a contract signed by
the McCracken County Growers
Association.
The association has entered
into an agreement with Frozen
Products, Inc., to supply strawberries for packing in a manner
that will preserve their quality
and flavor while they are being
shipped.
Royal Shawcross, a representative of the company, has arrived in Paducah to supervise the
establishment of a plant for
processing the berries. His firm
will supply the fruit to the Federal Surplus Commodities Corporation, which will ship them
to allies of the United States.
Growers will be paid 8 cents
a pound for the berries.
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chestra, of which Miss Arbuckle tral City, spent last week-end
is a member, won a superior as the guests of friends here.
Mrs. °rifle Mitchell spent last
rating at the State Music festiweek-end in Louisville.
val at Lexington, May 9.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Davis,
here
Paducah, spent Sunday
To
Purdy
Mrs.
with relatives.
Present Recital
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cartspent several days this
wright
Louise
of
pupils
piano
The
Cherry Purdy will appear in re- week in Cincinnati.
Miss Frances Dawson visited
cital Monday evening, May 25,
in Louisville last weekfriends
at eight o'clock at the George
end.
Coon Memorial Library.
Miss Elaine Morris left MonSpecial numbers will include
Ft. Worth, Texas, where
dancing, vocal and cornet solos. day for
be the guest of Miss
will
she
invited
cordially
is
The public
Ray Connor for the
Blanche
to attend.
next week.
Miss Tommie Smith returned
to her home in Louisville Wednesday after spending several
here with her sister, Mrs.
6 Pvt. James Farmer, Ft. Leon- days
Morse.
P.
W.
visitis
Mo.,
Raleigh,
ard Wood,
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Francis,
ing his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Kittie Berry, and Mrs. PalEuen Farmer.
mer Downey and children, PegMr. and Mrs. Rudy Bryant,
gy and Janice, all of Paducah,
Henderson, have been the recent
are the guests of Mrs. Lillie F.
guests of Mrs. Bryant's parents,
Murphy this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Coleman,
Kenneth Spickard, Great Lakes
W. Main St.
is visiting relatives here
Illinois,
Mrs. Lillian Rollins will leave
this week.
Tacoma,
for
by
plane
Monday
Mrs. Homer L. Purdy, presiWash., for a two week's visit
of the Dawson Springs Wodent
with her husband, Mr. Garner
Club attended the Kenman's
Rollins, who is stationed there.
Federation of Women's
tucky
Mrs. Sallie Lamb, E. Market
Clubs in Lexington last week.
her
daughter,
of
guest
the
St., is
Mrs. F. C. Morse, Detroit, and
Mrs. W. C. Moore and Mr. Moore
daughter, Mrs. Bernard McNabb,
in Paducah.
Mich.; Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Willie Kennady, has re- Dearborn,
Pinckneyville, Ill.;
Flanary,
W.
J.
turned to her home in Detroit
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Woodand
with
here
visit
ten
days'
a
after
son, Jimmie, Bowling
her sister-in-law, Mrs. Sam Buc- ruff and
attended the funeral of
hanan and other relatives here. Green,
Woodruff here MonMrs. Joby Loftus and Ruth Mr. J. M.
day.
Hobgood spent Saturday in Pa" Miss Jewel Mitchell, Morganduch.
week-end with
Mrs. Gabe McCandless, Smith- field, spent last
and Mrs. Hyland
land, spent Saturday with her her parents, Mr.
Princeton.
mother, Mrs. W. N. Strong, N. Mitchell, near
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. VogelsHarrison St.
Louisto
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Craig berg and son, Charles, of
nrst-aiders are dressed in cotton from head
FIRST AID TO WARDROBES. These pert young
barbecue dress of spent Sunday in Louisville with ville, were guests last week of
sports
right,
Student,
suit.
play
foot. "Victim," left. wears glazed chintz
Mrs. Vogelsburg's parents, Mr.
colorful shoes are cotton with rope and leather relatives.
longcloth with smart bandanna turban. Even their
Mrs. J. T. Williamson.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Al Bryan, Censoles instead,of rubber.
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gracious
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what
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Saul Pogrotsky, and is a fre.t.
gossip nor corn- quent visitor of Mr. and Mrs.
does not
Pogrotsky and their son, Marvin,
at their home on West Main St.
strain,
hasn't any selfish
insist;
or
argue
oes not
self to enlist. Mrs. Rosenthal
ims your best
you wish
long
how
gleans
Speaker At Banquet
, stay;
delay.
Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal, of Princeets you go. without
—Grenville Kleiser ton, former Dean of Women and
Registrar at the Paducah Junior
College, was the principal speakpleton-Moyer
er at the Junior College's Junior. and Mrs. A. L. Templeton, Senior banquet held at 7:15
ttsville, Tennessee, an- o'clock, Friday night, May 15, at
the First Presbyterian church in
the marhinge of their
Paducah.
to
Alberta,
Magdalene
ter,
Dedication of a 51-star service
Mayer, U. S. N., son of
flag was a feature of the banMontclair,
of
Mayer,
Agnes
quet. The service was in charge
The marriage was solemn of the Rev. Custis Fletcher, pastFriday evening, April 24,
o'clock in the study of or of the Grace Episcopal church.
The flag honors former students
‘' 'hodist Church at Frankof the college who are now in
Rev.
the
pastor,
The
the armed services.
)gles, officiated.
of
niece
Kemper,
T.
.l.
and Thomas C. Tern- Mrs. Cherry To
the bride's brother, were Present Piano Recital
n-lv attendants.
The piano pupils of Mrs. Evt Myer received her edu. in the schools of Prince- erett Cherry will be presented
sod the General Hospital in a recital, Tuesday evening.
May 26, at 8:00 o'clock at Butte}
of Nursing, Nashville.
Mayer was educated in High School Auditorium. The
of
thirty
idiools of Monclair, N. J., class is composed
is now stationed at Dahl- pupils. The public is cordially invited to attend.
Va.
Mayer is a sister of A.
Templeton and a former Dinner Party
t here. She will resume
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Eldridge,
training at General Hospital,
Fredonia, entertained guests at
e, on June 1.
a dinner last Sunday in honor
of her son, James Elridge, who
'I-Brown
celebrated his 22nd birthday.
at a special
Wood when she was with a class of 632
Clarence James, Marion, Guests included Mr. and Mrs. charge of the prgoram, which to Miss
service.
ent
commencem
recently selected .to represent sunrise
tutees the marriage of her William Eldridge and daughter, was of patriotic design.
of
daughter
the
is
Miss Wood
ter, Mildred Sherrill, to Gloria .Lynn, Madisonville; MisThose taking part on this the Stephens Ideal of Reverence
HopWood,
M.
C.
honMrs.
Anna program were Jimmie O'Hara, Toward the Spiritual. which
Mr. and
'am Allen Brown, which ses Celeste Yates and
place in Detroit. Michigan. Louise Bryant, Princeton; Miss Gene Young, Ed Carter and J. or is annually given one of the kinsville St.
15 Rev. Gaylord read the Mary Blackburn, Paul Moore, P. Beesley. the latter two play- Ten Stephens Ideals, and chosen
using the single ring cere- Keith Perkins and James Eld- ing patriotic selections on musi- on the basis of scholarship, con- Wins
Laurels
ridge. Fredonia.
Y.
cal instruments, accompanied by trible'on to campus life, and
Miss Elfie Arbuckle. a frers Brown graduateti from
Mrs. Everett Cherry at the piano. personal qualities representative
visitor, and
Princeton
quent
by
on High School with the
sung
to the Ideal.
Patriotic songs were
Council
Woman's
Arbuckle.
Lola
Mrs.
of
daughter
of '39.
Miss Wood, president of the
the group at the dose of the
.chosen salutbeen
-has
Dixon,
the
Class,
rail
Bur
. Brown, son
of
MrS.-Ira Hold Meeting
cabinet
meeting.
Junior Colan of Caldwell county, is a
country's largest religious or- atorian at Midway
The Woman's Council of the
lege. She is also President of
of
member
a
also
sate of Butler High School.
is
ganization,
First Christian Church met Mon- In School Play
Council
retain.
of the commencement Ivy Court. the Class and Student
day evening, May 18, at 6:30
Prince- She will be graduated May 26 The Midway Junior College Ors and Mrs. Brown will make
Ratliff,
Garrett
Anna
'
o'clock, in the recreation parlor
.r home in Detroit.
who is attending high
of the church for their Fel- ton girl
Evansville, took part
in
school
lowship Meeting. Church memhigh school play there last
a
in
attendvisitors
several
and
kel-Yaffe
bers
week. Miss Ratliff is a senior.
ed.
agemenf Announced
attended Butler until the
At 6:30 o'clock, a "pot-luck" and
season.
and Mrs. Samuel Finkel. dinner was served to the group, start of this school
West Jefferson street, Padu- after which the business session
MAKING YOUR
WAR
announce the engagement followed. New officers elected Miss Wood
ir eldest daughter, Caroline for the coming year were: Mrs.
To Graduate
, to Corporal Victor Yaffe, of Clifton Pruett, president; Mrs.
Miss Christine Wood was cited
la, now stationed at Fort Walter Simon, first vice-presiStephens College, Columbia.
at
Stephens,
N. C.
George
dent; Mrs.
e announcement was made second vice-president; Miss Mar- Mo., for outstanding scholastic
achievement by
a sorority luncheon given in jorie
Amoss, treasurer; and and extra-class
eago at the Standard Club. Mrs. Henry C. Lester, secretary. being named to the deann's honor
week.
liss Finkel. a graduate of
Following the business session. roll last
coveted honor went
Another
sta Tilghman High School, Mrs.
had
Templeton
Alton
ucah, and Stephen's College.
umbia, Mo., is a senior of
MORE VALUABLE THAN EVER.
rthwestern University
and
receive her B. S. of Educathis June. She was an acmember of Zeta Phi Delta
Stephens and is now affiliated
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Wicarson
Step in the

Cotton Parade

At Any Price
Keep Them Safe Against Moths, Fires, Theft
Store Them With
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vertising to
save money is .1
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stopped his
akh to save time.

‘111olly wood Girl"
ATTIRE
parade
Watch Wicarson windows for fashion
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and come in today and see
fashions.
Exclusively yours,

Wicarson
(Incorporated)

Hopkinsville, Ky.
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2 Percent Of Your Value Plus Cleaning Charge
Minimum Storage 50¢
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 197
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"FULL SWING"
Meant to be lived in...
this summer standby of
woven Chambray...a
junior "must" with its
figure-hugging striped top
above a very, very full
shirred skirt. Blue, brown,
red. Sizes
9-15
$6.50

GOLDNAMER'S
"Princeton's Finest Department Store"
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lightning Called
Big Fire Factor

War Not To Halt Why U.S. 1Vtay Draft You
Farm Construction For Battle Of Production

Seeks Child's
Cust

war industries now. They'll need
By John Grover
Rural Residents Urged
17,500,000 by January, plus farm
Wide World Features
Properly Install
To
Washington.—Do you work in help in certain areas. Where are
Rods As Safeguards
a war factory? On a farm pro- they coming from?
items?
vital
ducing
food
a
In
from
the
come
got
They've
to
Lightning
the
was one of
The ban on building does not
apply to necessary farm con- job necessary to wartime func- labor reserves in non-esss-ntial
chief causes of fires in Kenendeavors or from non-working
struction, the Kentucky College tioning of civilian life?
tucky last year, according to D.
If the answer is "No," man- groups. There are 32,400,000 nonof Agriculture ard Home EcoR. Peel, State Fire Marshal. A
nomics has been notified from power mobilization means YOU, defense workers employed now.
total
of 455 fires resulted from
house6,500,000
Add
that
to
means
adult
every
and
YOU
Washington. Lumber and other
able to wives eligible for full-time work,
lightning.
materials may be had within American physically
It is the opinion of Prof. J. B.
certain limits for building gran- work. President Roosevelt's re- 500,000 students, 3,000,000 unand
Kelley of the State College of
aries and other necessary farm cent order setting up the War employed, 600,000 aged
Manpower Commission, headed handicapped and 5,600,000 able
structures
Agriculture and Home Economics
$5,000 by Paul V. McNutt, spotlights to do part-time work. It totals
Where costs exceed
that lightning rods, where proover any continuous 12-months the necessity of maintaining an 48,700,000, from which must be
perly installed, are almost comperiod, authorization must be adequate labor supply to manu- drawn 10,000,000 new war workplete protection against lightners.
obtained, from the War Pro- facture fighting equipment.
ing. Only 13 of the 455 buildings
Only 40 Million Eligible
It marked a new, brass-tacks
duction Board. County USDA
destroyed by lightning last year
Mrs. Vera Evelyn
However, not all of the 48,700,War Boards will advise with policy in dealing with the supwere rodded.
(above), 25, pi essed
her
farmers desiring to build this ply of labor for war work. The 000 can do war work. Women
There were 1,563 fires on Minneapolis,
Minn., district
talking war is over, and every might fill an estimated 1,500,000
season.
farms in Kentucky last year, on for custody of
Judith
Lumber, nails and other ma- American must justify his pre- of the 10,000,000 war jobs. The
which insurance companies paid five year old
daughter,
terials may be had now, it is sent job or face assignment to students are largely ticketed for
a total of $1,086,618.71, Mr. Peel her former
employer
pointed out, and farmers are tasks the government considers the armed forces. Part-time
reported. There were 4,955 fires Judith when she
was five
workers can't be used in conurged not to delay buying, more vital to victory.
reported in the State where the old and placed her
in thi
Legislation In Prospect
tinuous production processes—
where they need buildings. The
loss was $25 or more.
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter N
This is not possible under too many shift changes. Actualgrain storage situation is considas a "boarder." The
ered serious in many parts of existing law, but McNutt was ly, the 10,000,000 must come
have started adoption
NOTICE
TO
THf
PUBLIC
specifically directed "to formu- from less than 40,000,000 eligithe country.
ings.
—AP
No storages for grain are avail- late legislation" bearing on the bles.
The public and all interested
able, except on farms, and farm- labor supply for submission to
The natural flow of labor to
parties will take notice that the
While most people
ers are encouraged to make plans Congress. Such legislation could jobs will take up part of the
County Judge of Caldwell Counthe call of the v.:hippo°
for bins and other storages with- have only one purpose—to bring slack. First to go into war inty, Kentucky, will, on Monday,
the whole labor force under fed- dustry will be industrial work- COTTON BLOSSOMS h both slacks and dresses this season.
out further delay.
have seen the bird as it
the 25th day of May, 1942, at
eral control for war work.
ers from priority-closed non- Right, chartreuse jacket, blue slacks. Left, blue dress, bag and
flies
in daytime.
2
o'clock,
conduct
a
hearing at
Indicative of the closer control essential factories. The natural belt of yellow felt. All in bird's eye pique, worn with cotton
the
court
house
Princeton
at
,
sandals
which come in matching colors.
of the labor force is the author- drift of workers in clerical, sales
Kentucky, in the matter of the report of the Viewers
ization for a new draft classifi- and service lines to higher-paid
closing of a road in Caldwell closing of said road;
(Continued from page three)
cation, the 3-B deferment for war production will fill more Labor Situatio
machinery, where they do not
n
commissions will be granted to
County, Kentucky, leading from interested
-parties are
occupational reasons, and also jobs. They'll be usable after
own
it.
in front of Robert F. Stallins'
men who haven't gone the reguHits
Use
Of
Hoe
Senate committee acceptance of training. Housewives can take
to appear and show
Proctor also suggests more ex- house where Highway No. 62
lar route of military training.
the measure providing financial possibly half the 1,500,000 jobs
any, why said road sh
The use of hoes may soon be
• • •
change
of "help." Barley grow- crosses the Old Princeton-Dawaid to dependents of men in ser- open to women, with girl worka thing of the past on many
be closed.
Vinson even is in favor of
son Pike, to
Robert
Boyd's
ers can exchange work with
vice, which would mean wiping ers from non-essential lines takseeing that graduates of Andriveway, near Lewistown
farms, says Roy E. Proctor of
Herman 1. Stephens
out deferment for dependency. ing the rest.
wheat growers, since the crops
napolis and West Point do nine
School House and consider the
of Caldv..•11 County
the Kentucky College of AgriMcNutt has made haste slowly,
May Not Require Law
ripen at different times. Exmonths to a year in the ranks beIn many ways his task is the
After that, the pinch comes. culture and Home Economics,
fore they win their stripes or
change of labor also may be conmost complex and colossal of Consensus of estimates is that in suggesting ways or meeting
bars and before they earn the
venient at hay harvest, in shearany in the "war cabinet." It's between 2,500,000, and 3,500,000 the farm labor shortage.
He ad- ing sheep, and in other operaprivilege of being saluted first.
equal to Production Boss Donald workers will be needed from the vises the use of all machiner
y tions.
The house military affairs
Nelson's job, with the added rest of the labor reserve.
possible. Farmers may find it
commIttee, however, f avors
Another year, the labor probdifficulty that it deals with
The Monpower Commission profitable to rent machinery, or
granting commissions to specmay bring considerable
human beings instead of mater- hopes that further voluntary they may be able to exchange lem
ialists in civilian ranks, where
changes in cropping and other
Princeton, Ky.
ials.
transfer of workers from non-esit is determined that such specfarm production, it is predicted.
Here's The Picture:
sential to vital production will dependent
s face the same odds,
ial skills are not available otherHere are some of the main fill those jobs adequately, withPRACTICE LIMITED TO
either to be working in war inwise.
During the last four years the
4;
outlines of his problem:
out need for legal conscription. dustry or as
Vinson's swing against "quickreplacement for pneumonia death rate in the U.
1—There are about 8,500,000 If legislation comes, it's ex- workers
shifted from non-es- S. has been reduced approxiie" commissions is an importworkers in war prodliction now. pected to follow lines similar to
sential' to essential work.
ant one, but the prime mover in
mately 50 percent.
and the number must be stepped military selective service.
the scrap is Faddis. It was the
up to 17,500,000 by 1943.
Those
in non-essential lines
congressman from Pennsylvania
2—The normal reservoirs of la- chosen for industrial service will
who tied an amendment to the
bor are drying up; there are go into training schools or trainnow pretty popular bill for raisonly about 3,000,000 unemployed, ing programs within industry to
ing the pay of Army and Navy
mostly unskilled; the military learn war trades. Their places in
men, providing that no future
will have 4,000,000 men ordinar- vacated non -essential sales, sercommissions may be distributed
ily available for production in vice and clerical lines will
be
to men without military training.
uniform by year's end.
filled by part-time workers and
The new regulations placed in effect on May 6th, 1942, by the FEDERA GOVERNMENT, on
As one member of congress
L
3—Civilian life must be main- housewives.
put it—but strictly off the record
charge
accounts, installment accounts and cash loans do not
tained as close to normal as
put
a
Training
stop
to the use of these ser.
Is Problem
—"Judging by the demands from
vices, but are designed to assist our total war effort
possible,'because home front
The
training
program
is
one
by
back home for commissions that
restricting and regulating the use of
morale is vital.
of the most important features of
credit. Read the following regulations carefully and continue to
many congressmen have had, I
buy what you need in full coper.
4—The emergency labor force manpower
mobilization. T h e
can't imagine any one voting
ation with both the spirit and the letter of these
—housewives without children, bulk of the labcir reserve is ungovern
ment
orders.
against it—unless, of course, it's
students, non-essential workers— skilled. A white-collar
worker
a record vote."
is almost entirely unskilled. They can't go on a productio
THE NEW GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS, AS PUB••
•
n line.
must be trained or production There are two solutions:
(1) exLISHED BY THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE
NOTICE!
techniques must be devised to pansion of the. training
program,
In the District Court of the utilize semi-skilled
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM, COVERING
already under way; (2) devising
workers.
CHARGE
United States, for the Western
5—Priorities for labor must be production techniques to utilize
ACCOUNTS AND INSTALLMENT BUYING,
District of Kentucky—in bank- evolved, and are
INCLUD
E
quite as impor- semi-skilled workers after short
THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF PURCHASES AND
ruptcy—No. 3990.
tant as materials priorities. The training periods.
ARE
In the matter of Robert 0 competition between
NOW IN EFFECT.
The War Manpower Commisindustries
Young, bankrupt.
and between industry and
the sion also will have final auNotice of first meeting Of military in the field
of man- thority over drafting men from
CHARGE ACCOUNTS
creditors:
power, even the contest between farms and industry for
INSTALLMENT ACCOUNTS
military
To the creditors of the above Pie army and navy
Nlerchandise formerly purchased on a 30for "cream service. McNutt has indicated
Any
person
buying any item listed b the
named Bankrupt in the County of the crop" recruits,
day charge account was payable by the 10th
must be that deferment by industry is
regulation on an installment contract basis.
of Caldwell and District afore- settled.
not unlikely, to prevent dislocaof the following month depending, in most
said.
MUST pay at least one-third as a down'
6—Placement of plants where tion of such critical productio
cases, on the policy of the merchant, and
n
Notice is hereby given that on labor is available,
payment and the balance in twelve months
and trans- as' shipbuilding.
there was no regulation which required that
the 6th day of May, 1942, the port of labor to
Nothing will be allowed to
(except that automobiles may he bought
areas where the
it be paid
,the,,(9THER THAN A eirOOD
above named was duly adjudi- supply of labor is
critically short interfere with war production.
for one-third down and fifteen months to
cated a Bankrupt; and the first also may come to
CREDIT STANDING). N 0 W — ALL
Those 10,000,000 jobs will be
pass.
pay . . . and Furniture and pianos, one'
meeting of the creditors of said
Ten Million Required
CHARGE ACCOUNTS MUST BE PAID ON
filled, even if it means industrial
fifth
down and twelve months to pay).
Bankrupt will be held at the
Officials point out that war in- conscription. If you're an
OR BEFORE THE 10TH OF THE SECOND
averoffice of G. L. Withers, in Dixon, dustries must
REGARD
LESS of the total price of the
have 10,000,000 age U. S. male, not now in war
MONTH FOLLOWING THE PURCHASE
Ky., on the 27th day of May, new workers by
listed
article
or articles you buy. your
1943 to keep production, you're a one-in-four
DATE. FOR EXAMPLE, A LISTED AR1942, at 1:30 o'clock P. M., at munitions rolling
monthly
on schedule. bet to be working in a war in
payment
MUST be at least $5.00
TICLE BOUGHT ANY DAY UP
which time the said creditors There are 8,500,000
THE
persons in dustry by 1943. Women without
a month. For example, if you buy a listed
may attend, prove and file
END OF THIS MONTH MUST BE PAID
article priced at $30.000 you must PaY
their claims, appoint a trustee,
FOR BY JULY 10TH. OPEN CHARGE
$10.00 down and the balance must be paid
examine the Bankrupt, consider
ACCOUNT PURCHASES OF LISTED
petitions for sale and transact
at the rate of $3.00 each month. regardless
ARTICLES WHICH WERE MADE BEsuch other business as may proarticle priced at $30.00 you must 03
FORE MAY 6TH, BECOME A PART OF
perly come before the meeting.
out in four months instead of twelve. The
MAY
31ST BALANCES, REGARDLES§
The Bankrupt is ordered to atexception to this regulation is the purchase
tend.
OF THEIR DELINQUENCY, AND MUST
of furniture and pianos.
G. L. Withers,
BE PAID BY JULY 10TH.
Referee in Bankruptcy

Lumber And Other
Building Materials
Still Available
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ATTENTION: CREDIT CONSUMERS

To

Wanted!

The first railway locomotive
crossed the summit of the now
famous Raton Pass on November
30, 1878.

Men, Women! Old at
40, 50,60! Get Pep

DEAD STOCK

HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP AND HOGS . . . REMOVED
PROMPTLY AND FREE OF CHARGE.
We Pay All Phone Charges

Feel Years Younger, Full of Vim
Don't blame enhaueUWI. worn-out,run-down frail na
on your age Thotwanda amased at what • little
arrrtf?in
"
4
"
..:A?A
'
7,A,
,
"
"
Ld?b
;
(°
t= ITZITS
iron. ealelum planaphate. Vitamin /it A 73-Year
ii doetor writ., "I tank It myeelf Re14111,.
were fine' Special Introdoetory else Ontren
Tableta eoirta only SFr Stop feeling review. old
Atari, fwellns [Monter and Tonna, this very day

For sales at all good drug stores
everywhere — in Princeton, at
Wood Drug.

Phone 423

Princeton, Ky.

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

THESE U. S. GOVERNMENT
REGULATIONS ARE NOT
ONLY LOCAL
THEY ARE NATION-WIDE. THE
MERCHANTS AND FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIONS OF
PRINCETON PLEDGE FULL
COOPERATION
IN
CARRYING THEM OUT . . .
AND ASK THAT YOU
COOPERATE IN THIS, ANOTHER
STEP TOWARD A
LASTING VICTORY . . .
THIS ADVERTISEMENT IS
SPONSORED BY

PRINCETON RETAIL MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION
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plan.
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IVIacArthur Honors War Dead

Among The
County Agents

-PRICE CONTROL

We Take Our Slump Now, Perhaps Avoid It Later
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Service Insurance
Agency

Strip Teaser's Lament

For Chronic Sufferers

Hinson's Institution

Farm News

Special War Restrictions
On Drycleaning Services

11

Comfort
Convenience
Complete Service

And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your entertainment during your stay are yours,
always, at

THE

To date they have been
ing exceptionally well.
alfa is being tried on clay
m lands in Knott county.
tons of limestone and 800

2waii kelp*
for WOMEN

DEPENDABLE
NSURANCE
Standard Old Line COMlea • . . Safety for Your
rty and Peace of Mind
Yourself.

hn E.Young. Agt
Phone Si
Princeton, Es.

POPULAR
FOR 61 YEARS!
*'••• C),roc toms n., Leb•I

1

KENTUCKY
HOTEL

Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-fromhome, in Kentucky's metropolis.
... Prices will oonform to your idea
of moderate charges for service
rendered.
Write
TURNER MII.AM,
Assistant Manager,
For Reservation

No Special Calls--No Special Deliveries

Owing To Tire Shortage And The
Necessary For Conserving Rubber

public in these new
We respectfully solicit the cooperation of the
patrons, in the interests
and necessary restrictions of our service to our
of the National War Effort.

Farmer's Dry Cleaning
Bodenhamer's Dry Cleaners

•••

VitfC7c;:;:11.04."

With Army In Texas

Better Send-Offs
For Fighting Men
Are Planned Here
*Princeton and Caldwell county
men inducted into the Army
henceforth will get more recognition when leaving than in the
past as people here finally have
awakened to the fact they're
not going for a joy ride.
Dr. W. L. Cash, mayor, said
Tuesday the boys deserve more
of a ceremony than has been
afforded when they boarded a
bus here on induction day with
just their families and friends
on hand to see them off.
He recommended a band, apofficials,
public
pearance of
ministers and others who might
cheer the draftees' course, and
a street parade including the
men scheduled to leave. A rousing ceremony was held each
time a contingent left in 1917,
Dr. Cash said, and there's no
reason the boys in this war
shouldn't be feted when they
depart.
T. J. Simmons, president of
the Kiwanis Club, and the Rev.
Charles Brooks, new president
of the Rotary Club, expressed
favor toward the plan and each
club's part in suitable send-offs
was discussed at this week's
meetings.
Men leaving for the Army
after June 19 will be granted
furloughs automatically
after
they have completed final examinations at Evansville to

CLASSIFIED ADS
LOST—Elk's lapel pin—reward.
Return to Elk's Club.
ltp
LOST—David Lionel Press catalog. Please hand to Dawsons
Drug Store for reward.
ltp
FOR SALE--1935 Chevrolet Master Coach, good condition and
good tires. Phone 464. Salem F.
Jones.
2tp
FOR SALE-8 foot display meat
case, triple glass front. Green
color, good condition. /
1
2hp Frigidaire motor. Call 4221 Dawson
Springs or Dr. C. J. Morris. ltp
FOR SALE-335 acre farm, all
limestone, off Eddyville road.
Priced to sell at less than $30.00
per acre. C. A. Woodall & Son.
FOR .RENT: 3-room apartment,
also bedroom. After June 8,
first floor apartment. Mrs Laban
Kevil, Phone 38.
tf
LADY WANTS WORK in a store
cafeteria or restaurant. Writer
P. 0, Box 529, Princeton.
2tp
FOR RENT. 2-room furnished
apartment; modern conveniences;
or one furnished bedroom. 315
N. Harrison St., or Tel. 113. Mrs.
Ivy Conway.
3tp
•• WANTED: Local man with car
to take over profitable established route. Must be able to
meet the public. Filling station
or direct selling experience helpful. For
personal interview
write Box 529 c/o The Princeton
Leader, Princeton, Ky.

Butler Seniors
Awarded Diplomas

Quake Victim

City Pays $1,300
On WPA Projects
W. L. Cash said at
Monday night's meeting of the
City Council that Princeton contributed $1,300 to WPA projects during April, $966.80 going
for crushed stone, oil and cement, and the balance for rental of equipment furnished by
the city.
Morgan avenue was reported
open to the public following
WPA improvement. The street
has been closed since the beginning of the year, bad weather
having interferred with its construction.
Collections for completed WPA
improvements totaled $500 last
week.
In order to construct a water
main along side the Dawson
road concrete, inside the city
limits, for installing an additional fire hydrant, the mayor
told the council it was necessary
to obtain.. permit from the State
Highway Department as the
right-of-way was deeded' to the
Highway Department when the
road was paved.

Red Cross Helps
Men To Come Home
Emergency Calls Are
Speeded By OK Of
Chairman
Men in the armed forces who
desire to come home in case of
death or serious illness in their
better
a
families will have

Mrs. John M. Slaughter, above,
wife of the American vice counsul at Guayaquil, Ecuador, and
her husband were killed in an
earthquake which shook
the
Ecuadorian capital —AP Telemat

107 Acres Of Hemp
Pledged In$„ County
State's Farmers Promise Production More
Than U. S. Asked

Prices Dip

r2710/ZY•S'
go

COTTONS

June 2, 1942

Philip Stevens
COUNTY COURT CLERK.

Mrs. Edwin Koltisiky
Mrs. Gus Deen were
Ins
Evansville one day last

COTTON

FROCKS

1.19
The smartest cotton frocks
you've seen! Bright prints
and stripes in coat styles, zipper front types, breakfast
coats, and long torso models.
Cottons and Spun Rayons—
Gay prints for
sizes 12 to 44
Seersucker*, Chambrays—
And printed
piques.

1.98

is a senior and a member of
the Thoroughbred football team
for 3 years. He was a high
school grid star at Elkton. Miss
Virginia Cocke, Wickliff, won
the women's award. Miss Dot
White, Princeton senior, was in
charge of the show.

P

Berry Shipments Reach
Total Of 282 Carloads

rotect yo

Barger and Golightly, shipping
agents for the McCracken County Strawberry Growers Association, said Tuesday night they
expected to ship a total of 40
carloads of the fruit by early
Wednesday.
This figure, coupled with the
previous total of 55, would bring
the season's shipments to 282
carloads.

Highland

Cakes
Soup
cans 25
21c
E- Cream Cheese
E Potted Meats""7: 11(
z-E- Corn Flakes
Fresh
E-7.= Peanuts
20
Juice
3
Flour
lb.15

Heinz

Most Varieties

QSZ:
ydid

Mill
:
r'6s-oz
:
C 1137:s. 15(

lb.

Grapefruit

No.

2 25(

ke,ily
Splfelo
nu
drid 2a
4l-l-b. 87
(
Lrio
teund
Flaf

Fresh And Cured Meats
BEEF STEAK
round, loin or T•bone
FRESH PORK SAUSAGE
best of seasoning
FRESH PORK MELTS

Homemakers' Choice

won the men's body
beautiful award at Murray State
College last Friday night. Andy

shortly,

Sandwich

Well made and
pretty! Full
skirted.
Thrifty

Andy Crosby, son of Dr. and
Mrs. L. A. Crosby, county health
officer who will move here

home

with

Fire ills Wall

Service Insura
Agency
108 S. Harrison S

The good housewife of 1942 has to be a very thoughtful one, spending much of her time in planning and thinking, not only the quality
of her food but the price she pays for it, the Red Front Stores are
helping thousands with their problems. Let them help you. More for
your Money all the time.

29t.

a

Crosby Wins College
Body Beautiful Award

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

APRONS

The registration books close on Tuesday, the
2nd of June, 1942, and if you are not legally
registered you should go to the county court
clerk's office and register on or before that
date in order to qualify to vote in the primary
election to be held on Saturday, August 1, 1942.

Pvt. Kenneth Moore, former
employe of the Valley Grocery
Company at Fredonia, is with
American forces in Hawaii. He
is a son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Moore and is a private
first class. He went to Hawaii
last October but was uninjured
at Pearl Harbor.

:10J11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

TEA

LastilDay To Register

•

Wayne Crider and James McNabb, Princeton sailors believed
dead after sea battles early this
year, were listed by Associated
Press as "missing" Friday. Service men are reported "missing"
when the government has no
definite proof they died. No
word has yet been received from
Captain Tommy Spickard in the
Philippines and it is believed he
was among those captured by
the Japanese at Corregidor.

Texsun

IN•

Smart Wash

NOTICE!

Crider, McNabb Are
Listed As "Missing"

Vocalists

Legion, under
direction
Gowin, took a
colored ,
quartet to- Out Wood
Hosp
day for
entertainment
erans under
treatment
The choir sang go
verai
ections in the
wards.
has, besides its regular
patients about 80
via
World War II.
Princetonians who
ed the singers were accom
John
Mack Vinson, Mr. and
Mn
Tudor, Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh
phy, L. R.
Willingham
Harry Blades and
Mr.
The Colored choir
is
by L. W. Johnson,
princi
Dotson High School.

Kimbler, Kentucky Department
of Education, addressing a large
6
crowd.
Annual awards for outstanding

Caldwell county f a r me r s
chance to avoid delay if messpromised to grow 107.5 acres of
ages to them are signed by the
hemp this summer to help the
(Continued from page one)
Princeton Red Cross Home SerUnited States along in the war,
Chairman, Mrs. Percy ly in April.
vice
Mrs. Clifton Pruett, AAA secreBilly McElroy, Princeton Shoe
Pruett, it was announced Tuestary, said Wednesday.
Company, said hardly any of
Curtis George, AAA chairman,
day.
his stock needed price alterasaid "the farmers responded to
Signatures of physician,, or
tions.
our proposition in a most patundertaker also is needed, with
Merle Drain, Penny Store
riotic manner and we are gratethe endorsement of the Red manager,
had his prices neatly
Cross, to speed a service man's displayed last Saturday in what ful." Kentucky has pledged to
grow 2,000 acres more hemp
homecoming, it was stated.
is probably the strictest conMrs. Pruett said the War De- formation to regulations of any than the government asked for.
The campaign closed May 15.
partment requires all cases to merchant here. Clifton
Wood
Farmers who signed up last
be investigated by the local said Tuesday very few
of his
Red Cross after the message is prices needed change, except in week are H. H. Board, Robert
Morgan, G. W. Towery, W. L.
sent, if this hasn't already been the perscriptiod department.
Cod
Creasey, Keen McConnell, G. H.
done. Signing of the message liver oil and a few other
items
Hopper, Kell Jackson, H. H.
by the chairman will save two had to be lowered.
Longbroke, Willie English, C. K.
or three day's time in most
Some solution to the price
McNeely, W. L. Menser, Z. D.
cases, she said.
problem was offered this week
Orange, F. N. Adams, J. C. Fox,
as the OPA released the follow"wind up their personal and ing tests for merchants to de- Vitas Mitchell, C. G. Mosley,
W. C. Hayden, Judson Piercy,
business affairs" and the cere- termine their ceilings:
E. B. Williamson, Clyde 0. Wood,
mony will be held when their
The first basic rule requires
Williams, Annie D. Mcleaves are up.
the retiler to take as his ceiling R. M.
The May contingent, including the highest price at which he Elroy, C. A. Wilson, Jr., Marvin
38 men, will not come under the delivered a specified article in Cummins, L. C. Cunningham,
new furlough plan but most of March. The' key factor is the Harold McGowan, Ellie Nichols,
them will get leaves. Listed to actual delivery during March, H. L. Nichols, D. L. Wright, Jess
go are Leonard Lacy Morse, Cal- rather than the making of a sale Phelps, W. L. Littlefield, Claude
vert Gregory P'Pool, Boyce Tay- in that month. Delivery took Wood and George Pettit.
lor Egbert, Mitchell
Garnett place when the customer receivMiss Dorothy
Coleman, MorRowland, Fredrick Jones Nichols ed the article or when it left
Jr., William Richard Dunning, the store on its way to the cus- ganfield, spent last week-end
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
James Kermit Phelps, Harry tomer.
Stokes, Zachary Taylor Watt,
The second rule covers a re- Robert Coleman, W. Main St.
William Marshall Seeley, Buddy tailer who offered an article for three rules apply, the retailer
Orbie Nichols, William Garrett sale in March but made no de- must .fix the price of his article
Cash, Alton B. Felker, Robert liveries. His ceiling will be the "not higher than the highest
Earl Noel,'" Robert Ray Beckner, highest offering price—the price March price of the most closely
Cecil Alton
Vickery, Hervie marked on the article itself or competitive retailer of the same
Dixon Baker, William Walter on the shelves or racks where it class for the same article" or
Payne, Leamon Woodrow Ham- was displayed for sale.
the article most nearly like it.
by, D e 1 m a s Tyner Cortner,
Third, for an article neither deFifth, if none of the four preCharles Eugene Young, Roy Lee livered nor offered for sale in vious rules apply, the retailer
Guilt, Arthur Melvin Baker, March, the ceiling is the high- must put his problems up to an
William Carey Henry, Kelley est price of the "similar article OPA regional office after arAmoss Mitchell, Kelsie Owen most nearly like it" delivered or riving at a possible price through
Tudor, James Willie Harmon, offered
for
delivery
during use of a complicated OPA formWillie P. Murray. Howard Taft March.
ula—which is carefully explained
Cotton, Ralph Bingham Kevil,
Fourth, if none of the first in the "bible."
James Maurice Vinson, Philip
Brandon, Jack Bankston
and
"Ceiling" Prices Emphasize Penney Values!
Cecil Cotton. Negroes to be sent •
are
Elbert
Groom, Samuel
Hollowell, Hollis George and
Willie Lee Rice.
•

Colored

For Service
Men S
day Afternoon
Carlisle orange Net. I

72 members of the 1942 Senior
Class of Butler High School were
held Thursday night at the High
with H. L.
School auditorium

scholarship followed presentation of diplomas to the class by
Supt. Everett Howton.
The Rumsey Taylor Athletic
Award went to Gene Sisk, football star the last four years. Sisk
played quarterbaack on teams of
'38, '39, '40, and'41 and was the
elevens. He
mainstay of those
was high scorer .and an outstanding player in almost every
game played last season.
Miss Rose Heath received the
Goldnamers Award, given each
year to the outstanding student.
Wadlington reMisss Wanda
ceived second prize.
Miss Glenda Dunbar and Miss
Marjorie Stembridge received
awards from Princeton's Women's Club. Miss Margaret Pinnager was awarded a prize for
outstanding work this year in
home economics.
J. P. Beesley played a baritone solo as part of the program.
Seniors will spend two days
at Mammoth Cave next week.

lb. 38(
lb 30(
lb.84

4
.1
7 BOLOGNA SAUSAGE
whole or 17
ma- half (sliced lb. 18c) piece,
lb. i iC

Sugar Cookies
Macaroni

lb I

or Spaghetti
Red Cross, 2 long pkgs.c1

KING BEE HONEY FLAVORED
TABLE SYRUP, large V.
,
. lb. jar

Apricots
Soap
Mustard
Pet Milk or
Bleach

Vita

ValCalifornia

)tall
cans

Maxine Toilet
Complexion
—large
quart jar

Carnation

3
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cans L

14( YOU CAN
HELP UNCL

No. 33 Laundry
Quart Bottle

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
Tender, Crisp
GREEN BEANS

8(
31

by buying defense bonds and
oergeaiallionGeasanw..............these
i......................

YELLOW
SQUASH
Long Green
CUCUMBER

L:oSnfA
tiars
VinE
ter0
, gNaiTHESE PRICE
C,'.

Cras .....
Good Kerosene
Croys oil

31

Large yellow fruit
BANANAS

lb.

FRESH FRUITS, FRESH
VEGETABLES, FRESH MEATS
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY
ALL THE TIME

Si

PR/NC

Legion T
To Visit VON

Commencement exerices for

Mayor

Roy Vernon Rich, Princeton
boy serving in the United States
Army. He is stationed at a cantonment in Texas.

Fighting Fredonian

Sisk Receives Rumsey
Taylor Trophy As Outstanding Athlete

Morgan Avenue Open
To Public With Improvement Completed

Civic Leaders Cooperating To Give Selectees
Of County Gala
Farewell Parties

-

Thursday, May 21
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HOPKINSVILLE STREE

